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INTRODUCTION
The City of Victoria’s first Bicycle Master Plan, created in 1995,
resulted in the development of cycling infrastructure and
programs over the last 19 years. In 2014, the City decided to
engage citizens, both cyclists and non-cyclists alike, in developing
an updated plan. Two workshops with cyclists were held in
early May, 2014; a third workshop was held on May 26, focusing
on non-cyclists—or future cyclists—and facilitated by
SFU Carbon Talks.
Carbon Talks has a strong background in facilitating both
stakeholder and citizen dialogues with municipalities across
Canada on issues that pertain to a transition to a low-carbon
economy. The City of Victoria asked Carbon Talks to partner on
the May 26 workshop in order to develop and facilitate a process
that would tap into the advice of non-cyclists, or occasional
cyclists, and their concerns about cycling.
The dialogue was conducted much like a focus group: a deep
dive into the reasons why the participants did not feel safe biking
or supported as potential cyclists, and what could be done to
encourage them to “get on their bikes.” Participants were also
taken through a visioning exercise, in which they described
Victoria in 20 years as a cycling city.
Participants were users of a variety of transportation modes;
recruitment focused on inviting residents of the City of
Victoria who do not cycle regularly. Participants from the city
included a city councillor, engagement staff, and community
and transportation planners. The discussion was governed by
Chatham House Rule1 to enable everyone to speak freely and off
the record. Although none of the information will be ascribed to
any individual, this is a full report of the content of the session.

1 - Chatham House Rule: “participants are free to use the information received, but neither the identity nor the
affiliation of the speaker(s), nor that of any other participant, may be revealed.

METHODOLOGY
The dialogue was designed by Carbon Talks
and facilitated by Shauna Sylvester, Executive
Director of Carbon Talks and a Fellow at the
SFU Centre for Dialogue. Claire Havens and
Betsy Agar (Carbon Talks) served as primary
rapporteurs. Shauna Sylvester, Claire Havens,
Keane Gruending (Carbon Talks), and Betsy
Agar facilitated the small table discussions.
Invitees registered through an online survey
that was disseminated through social media,
neighbourhood association newsletters and
membership lists, parent advisory committee
(PAC) email lists, community centre bulletin
boards, City of Victoria press releases, personal
phone calls and emails, corporate employee
lists, local thought-leader blogs and twitter
feeds, and community events websites.
The survey was designed to target residents
of the City of Victoria whose primary mode of
transportation did not include cycling. In total,
42 people were invited, 23 confirmed they
would attend, and 16 attended the event.
The following tables outline the participant
profiles. The room was made up of a majority
of women, which reflected a recruitment
strategy geared toward female non-cyclists2
and participants came from 10 of Victoria’s 12
neighbourhoods.

Men
3

Women
13

Age
18 and under
19 to 25 years
26 to 35 years
36 to 45 years
46 to 55 years
56 to 65 years
Unknown

# of participants
1
1
4
1
5
1
3

Neighbourhoods
Burnside Gorge
Downtown/Harris Green
Fairfield
Fernwood/Gonzales
Hillside/Quadra
James Bay
North Park
Oaklands
Rockland
Victoria West

# of participants
1
1
5
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

2 - According the City of Victoria, females constitute aproximately 25% of cyclists aged 25-64 and 5.1% of cyclists aged
65 and older.
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There were challenges in recruiting non-cyclists for a dialogue focused on cycling, but the participant feedback
confirmed that most attendees do not use cycling as a mode of transportation on a regular basis.

Mode split
Primary
Walking
5
Cycling
1
Personal Vehicle
7
Transit
3
Taxi
0
Car-share
0
Not provided
0

Secondary
8
4
3
1
0
0
0

Tertiary
3
4
1
1
2
2
3

The agenda (see Appendix I) was designed to enable maximum participant engagement. In order to encourage
participation and nuanced feedback, a variety of methods were employed, including opening and closing
rounds, a presentation from the City’s transportation planner, small group discussions on safety concerns,
generative discussions on guiding principles, and an exercise envisioning Victoria as a bike-city 20 years from
now. A final round was used to solicit participant feedback on the proceedings of the dialogue and the content
of the final report.
The dialogue was governed by Carbon Talks’ Rules of Engagement (see Appendix II) to ensure an open and
candid discussion.
Participants were provided with pre- and post-dialogue questionnaires to evaluate their opinions about key
City of Victoria infrastructure, programs, and policies, and to determine whether the dialogue resulted in
any thought shifts. Thought shifts sometimes occur in dialogues when there is dissemination of information
that can change participant minds or deepen their understanding of the issue. Participants were also asked
to complete an evaluation of the dialogue. The results are available in Appendix III: Pre/Post-Dialogue
Questionnaires and Evaluation.

WELCOME
Councillor Alto identified herself as a fair weather
cyclist, who rides for leisure and perhaps visits an
ice cream shop along the loop back to her home.
She was encouraged by the participation at the
dialogue and expressed her support for making
cycling more inviting, so she and other Victoria
residents would cycle more.
“We have hundreds and thousands of cyclists in
Victoria who will ride through anything. The most
important thing right now is to talk to you [future
cyclists] because you and your kids and friends will
be the people who can really make Victoria into a
cycling capital.”
Julie Potter, Civic Engagement Advisor for the City
of Victoria, thanked the participants, emphasizing
the importance of resident input in developing
the Bicycle Master Plan. She then introduced
her colleagues and SFU Carbon Talks as the
dialogue convenors who designed the process and
recruited the “future cyclists” to the meeting.
The facilitator began by echoing the City’s
appreciation for the participants taking the time
to attend the dialogue—especially on such a
beautiful evening. She introduced her colleagues
and explained the format of the meeting.
Participants were also asked to fill out the predialogue questionnaires.
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WHY DON’T I RIDE AND WHAT MIGHT
CHANGE THAT?
Guiding Questions: What would have to change in
the city to get you and/or your family members on a
bike regularly? What kind of cycling infrastructure,
information programs, or education opportunities
would you want to see?
In a facilitated small group session, participants were
asked what would have to change to get them and
their family members biking regularly, and what
improvements they would like to see. The responses
are summarized below:

PROGRAMS
Participants had ideas for numerous programs including
expanding Spokes—a bicycle recycling project through
the University of Victoria Sustainability Project—to
address some socio-economic issues by donating bikes
to low-income residents.
Some participants suggested that the bike rodeos—
bike safety clinics for kids, organized by Victoria Police
Department—should be held more often.
Participants also asked about whether a bike share
program could be implemented in Victoria in the near
future; it could help reduce traffic in the downtown
area. Victoria’s city staff are monitoring such programs
in other cities, such as Melbourne, Australia and
Vancouver, BC, where helmets are also mandatory—
solutions for hygienic helmet rentals are continuing
to evolve.

“Make biking seem
better, easier, faster,
more enjoyable.”

“There’s nothing in the ICBC booklet (about
cycling), but lots of questions on motorcyclists.”

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
In order to educate the public about the benefits
of cycling, one participant quipped, “the City of
Victoria should make biking fun.” This was as much a
comment on avenues of education as for strategies
to entice more cyclists, such as placemaking. More
information should be made available about the
health benefits of cycling and the convenience and
speed of many routes.

concern was the lack of information about “dooring.”
It was suggested that ICBC test renewing drivers
on their knowledge of cycling and provide annual
updates and information sheets about the City of
Victoria’s bicycle plan. Additionally, one participant
recommended that the City of Victoria release a video
of residents and the Mayor on “how to deal with
tricky situations for cyclists.”

Many participants wanted to see more educational
opportunities to encourage cycling, such as a bicycle
licensing program in all Grade 5 classes (in place in
Germany). They recommended more free bike safety
workshops, not just a couple of times a year. They also
suggested more promotion or contests to encourage
children to start cycling safely at a young age.
Additionally, educational opportunities for potential
new cyclists in the community should be prioritized
with information available to newcomers.

With regards to education and awareness of noncyclists, a number of participants complained
about the behavior of bus drivers and called for the
education and training of drivers to be aware of
cyclists, and cycling right of ways.

One participant noted that in the drivers education
material, there isn’t enough about how to drive
around cyclists, navigate bicycle infrastructure, and
know when cyclists have priority: “I have teenagers
at home learning to drive. There’s nothing in the
material about dealing with cyclists.” Of particular

There were some complaints about the Victoria Police
Department (Vic PD) with respect to its handling of
cycling accidents and infractions; more education of
police officers about the goals of the Bicycle Master
Plan could help address inconsistencies. Additionally,
collaboration between the City of Victoria and the Vic
PD on developing policies on issues, such as sidewalk
biking, car-bicycle accidents, and “rolling stops” could
be fruitful and allay some concerns.
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INFRASTRUCTURE, SIGNAGE, AND WAY-FINDING
Participants expressed reticence to ride their bikes
more regularly primarily due to lack of protective
infrastructure, such as barriers and buffers.
Throughout the dialogue, they repeated the need
for hardscaping, such as bushes, plexi-glass or
concrete between cyclists and drivers. They pointed
to the possibility of opening buffered paths and
“Copenhagen Lanes” by starting with paint to test out
different routes. Wider paths would allow for bicycle
trailers for families. They suggested painting bike
lanes yellow instead of green, to indicate “caution”
instead of “go.” They also reiterated the idea of
removing on-street parking on at least one side of
residential streets to provide space for safe cycling
without the threat of “dooring.” One-way streets
could provide a safe, connected network of cycle
routes throughout the city.

encourage commuters to use the routes. One
participant suggested the addition of public art and
bike counters—billboards with real-time updates on
the number of cyclists tallied that day—to foster pride
in the popularity of cycling and encourage biking on
new routes.

Other suggestions included the removal of stop
signs and the addition of speed bumps and bike
pushbuttons at signals for bicycle thoroughfares,
such as along the Adanac bikeway in Vancouver.
Many participants suggested making bike paths
into attractive greenways with gardens, fountains,
and benches, to make the ride more pleasant and

Signage was also a common theme in the small
roundtable discussions. Participants wanted to
see clear, consistent, and comprehensive signage
that indicates bicycle priority to drivers. This also
contributes to the education component of
the strategy.

Some participants suggested building shortcuts into
infrastructure in order to bypass traffic and provide
the most convenient route to encourage commuters
to bike. “Make it faster to cycle, close the roads
to cars, and remove competition with cars,” one
participant said. Another participant noted that in
Sydney, Australia there are priority bike lights, and
fluid bike paths on roads and sidewalks. This allows
for high volume cycle routes to be protected and
ensures that cyclists have head start on car traffic.

“The city needs to challenge residents’ entitlement to parking on the street.”

LEADERSHIP
One participant suggested instituting a policy of not ticketing cyclists for riding on the sidewalk, or taking
the issue up with the provincial government. “Seville has bike paths on the sidewalk… I don’t get fussy
when I see people with kids on the sidewalk.” However, there was agreement that on some streets where
there is safe cycling infrastructure, sidewalk riding might not be required.
Numerous participants called for the City of Victoria to create more ambitious infrastructure; they signaled
to Mayor and Council that brave leadership is needed to improve the city’s cycling environment. Safety
concerns were a top priority for most of the participants—some of them wanted to know more about the
data on cycling accidents in the hopes that would spur more action. Given the safety risks, one participant
suggested, “We need bike-only streets at the extreme; taking roadways away from drivers.”

“Police continuously ignore
cycling accidents (and some
cops are on bikes!)”
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WHAT IS UNDERWAY IN VICTORIA?
The city’s transportation planner, Steve Hutchison,
presented information on the initiatives by the City
of Victoria and the Capital Regional District (CRD),
that are being planned or currently underway. He
pointed out that the City of Victoria has not updated
its Bicycle Master Plan since 1995—the first and
only plan to date—and as such they will not refer
to it in developing the new plan. He also reminded
participants that the CRD is a separate entity and sets
different targets.
Currently, 11% of Victoria residents bike to work
(Canada’s national average is 1.2%), yet 78%
of Victoria residents live within 2-3 km of their
workplaces, and 90% live within 5 km. There is a
notable shift in the ratio of female riders to male
riders after the age of 35 when the proportion of
female riders drops significantly. Throughout the
presentation, participants learned about the wide
variety of on- and off-street cycling infrastructure
components in the city, and asked many questions
about them.

Participants worked particularly hard at
understanding how bike boxes work:
“I didn’t know what it was there for and avoided it.”
“I found the green box confusing as well and didn’t
want to go in it as I thought I would get run over.”

As did the rationale for routing decisions:
“You seem to be putting bicycle routes on roads that
no one wants to bike on; you’re picking the busiest
road possible.”

“Cars have actually hit the bikes trying to go around
them.”
“Green seems like go to a driver, so why not make
it red or yellow—that means no. Without it being
yellow, cars can cover it.”
But other approaches to cycling infrastructure also
drew attention:

“The rest of [Pandora] has no parking—only about
2 blocks where it is wide, it’s safe only there—The
picture shows a small portion of the street where
it is wide. It’s logical to take Rockland and make it
one way”
“It’s important to have cycle routes on busy areas;
there’s a reason that it’s congested: Those routes are
where lots of people go.”

“I very much like the separation and I really appreciate
the illustration of the door opening. Door prizes are
something I don’t want... Instead of the painted line,
you could put in rumble strips as they would be quite
cheap and help reinforce the boundary.”

“To get women over 35 put bike routes around
schools, rec centres and shopping. It just seems so
obvious to me.”
The City has contemplated giving cyclists priority to
right-turning vehicles (perhaps through yield signs for
drivers to give way to cyclists), but that brings up a
potential problem for traffic flow at times when there
is a steady stream of bikes. Participants identified
other streets as needing cycling plans, including
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Wharf Street, Haultain Street, and Vancouver Street (a
more comprehensive list is provided on page 13).
Infrastructure is only part of the challenge, though,
there is an educational piece that is also necessary:
“If you’ve ever been somewhere where you think
you’re allowed to be and a car is yelling at you—I’ve
seen this from a car—you don’t have much of a leg to
stand on. Cyclists sometimes stop on the boxes and
cars get so irritated that cars actually hit the bikes
trying to get around them! Car drivers need to know
that cyclists have been taught to do that.”

“Why aren’t women over 35 cycling? My impression
is that because we have babies and stuff. I need to
be safe on the road… [Haultain’s] so narrow; cars are
very intolerant.”
Participants were encouraged to bring forward
creative solutions to problems they have noticed.
Participants also called for a scan of what is being
done in other jurisdictions; integrating the cycling
plan with other city plans (Harbour, Green Waste,
and Pedestrian Master Plans); and coordinating with
neighbouring municipalities to ensure contiguous
networks between them—all of which the city is
already doing. One participant asked for clarity about
how the plan would be developed. City staff clarified
the process:
“Part of it is this feedback [and] looking for route
locations—we have a network map done in 1995;
we need to update that. Ultimately we’ll have a new
network and list of priority projects over the next 5
years—we will probably go through this process every
5 years—lots of guidance from OCP and CRD master
plans.”

“I feel that as a cyclist I’m subsidizing parking for
[cars] and the city doesn’t seem to want to ask them
to park in their driveway.”
“Instead of sticking with a policy that doesn’t support
cyclists, how can we go towards Vic PD responding
to safety.”

The discussion on bikeshare programs and the
challenges of mandatory helmet laws led to the
importance of tourism in Victoria. One participant
raised concerns on behalf of tourists:
“Spontaneity—being able to rent a bike and not have
to carry a helmet around with you.”

WHERE WOULD I FEEL COMFORTABLE
AND WHERE WOULDN’T I FEEL
COMFORTABLE RIDING?
Task: With a green marker identify where you would currently feel comfortable cycling, and with a red marker
identify where you would not feel comfortable. Discuss in your group why/why not.

Participants used green marker to identify routes where they feel safe cycling. It is important to note that there
many routes participants identified as bike safe, but others identified them as not being safe. The routes that
participants consistently marked as “green” are listed below:
•
•
•

Signed bike route along Graham St. through Jackson St.
Cycle track along Dallas Rd. (especially once completed)
Conventional bike lanes along Harbour Rd. and Hillside Ave. between Doncaster Dr. and Shelbourne St.

Also, many participants are comfortable on smaller streets outside of the downtown, in general, especially the
roads with designated bike lanes.
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In the next step of the process, participants were asked to identify roads and intersections where they
indicated they felt unsafe. In addition to the streets listed below, participants identified Empress St. and Gorge
Rd. as areas where they would not feel comfortable cycling.

Bay St./Bridge St.

Blanshard St.
(downtown section)
Cook St.

Craigflower Rd.
Dallas Rd.
Douglas St.
Fernwood Rd.
Galloping Goose Trail

Government St.
Harbour Rd.
Hillside Ave.

Johnson St. Bridge

o
No room, not safe; get “pinched” very quickly
o
High volume/speed
o
Poor conditions
o	Buses, trucks and construction vehicles make it unsafe
o
Large volume of parked cars and traffic
o	When you get into town the bike lane disappears
o	Cook is very busy, cars drive above the speed limit
o	“Cyclists take the lane”—this sign is a joke!—angering drivers
o	North of Hillside Ave.: 4 lanes of traffic, high speeds, Very hilly, No
amenities/greenery/nowhere to go once off bike
o	Turning off Haultain St. onto Cook St., unsafe connection
o
Not safe for children
o	Generally good but there are tour buses and traffic – a bit hazardous
o	Not great infrastructure for recreational cyclists
o
Lost tourism opportunity?
o
The intersection with Hillside is not safe
o	Huge vehicles that don’t give way to bikes or even see them
o
Not safe for children
o
Half commuters/half recreational cyclists
o	Should tie into Government St.; this connection is poor
o	Leaving from Galloping Goose to Gorge Rd. is very steep, with a sudden
entrance to heavy traffic
o
Very good
o	Pretty good, but north of Queens is very vehicle oriented and
intimidating
o	This road has a critical mass driving morning rush hour
o
No room, just two travel lanes
o
High bus volumes
o
Have to ride on sidewalk to be safe
o	Huge vehicles that don’t give way to bikes or even see them
o	Unsafe at turn northbound onto the Johnson St. bridge; often cars
parked in the bike box at the East end of the bridge
o
Car always across turn
o	“Squished” on Johnson St bridge; cars pushing into cyclist space
o
Too narrow for both cyclists and cars
o	Signage says “cyclists take the lane”, but this is dangerous

Pandora Ave. (between
Fort St. and Cook St.)
o
Wharf St.

“Squished”; cars not stopping for pedestrians

OVERALL SAFETY CONCERNS WHEN CYCLING IN VICTORIA
Will only cycle on separated lane, therefore there are no routes – all are bad
Tight/ buses/big trucks/construction vehicles
Difficult to make left hand turns

Traffic (rush to beat you to turn right)

Lack of knowledge about some bike lanes

Gridded bridge is scary – glad it’s changing
I bypass
business when with kids and go on side streets
Very
stressful
Skateboarders – are they allowed in bike lane?
Parking on both sides of the street is unsafe

Driving seems safer
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CITY PLANNER SIMULATION
Guiding Question: If you were part of the City of Victoria’s planning team, and responsible for developing the
new Bicycle Master Plan, what principles would you use to guide you in developing that plan?
In a plenary discussion, participants suggested principles they would want to guide the process of updating the
cycling plan. They included:

“Aesthetically pleasing”
“Irresistibility”
“Placemaking”
“Connecting to nature”
“Connectivity”
“Separation and integration”
“Experimental”
“Financially robust”
“Environmental scans”
“Evidence-based research on
best practices”

“Looking at results, and I would hope that the principles used in developing the
master plan include experimentation; trying things and looking at the outcome,
and then expanding—room to experiment; iterative building upon positive
outcomes.”
“We’ve had such a car-centric focus in transportation, lets look at integration—
pedestrians, cyclists, motor scooters—we have to recognize that all modes of
transportation are equally valued, and to have respect for the different modes.”

“I want to be on my bike because it connects me more with my natural
environment. If a planner is creating a bike route, it has to be a place that is
beautiful and natural. The principle is: ‘aesthetically pleasing.’ I’m on a bike
because I don’t want to be near cars.”
“Placemaking: we all know the Galloping Goose, it’s a place, but bike lanes
aren’t, they’re infrastructure. We need to create places for biking.”

“Separate bicycles as much as possible from cars—bike routes not on major
roads, but on secondary roads, and make part of the road exclusive for bikes;
Make long runs so they can get downtown. Stay away from main route—cars
and bicycles just don’t combine.”
“Get the numbers of women plus 35 up by 50%!”

“If the bike paths themselves become a destination—rather than a means to
get to a destination—make the bike path something to enjoy on its own.”
“It’s OK to be financially robust. We’ve spent a lot of money on cars for a long
period of time, it’s going to be hard and we’ll need to support the City, but we
need to say yes – we’ll prioritize that.”
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ENVISIONING VICTORIA BY BIKE IN
20 YEARS
Having hashed out the challenges facing cyclists and developed the principles that should be employed while
planning Victoria’s cycling plan, participants gathered in plenary for a visioning session.
Guiding Question: Imagine cycling in Victoria in 20 years. What does it look like, what does it feel like?
Some of the ideas reflected the concerns participants identified in the pre- and post-questionnaires as reasons
for not cycling, but many more reflected the benefits of cycling.

Cycling is safe

“Don’t have to wear helmets because it’s so safe.”
“Intensive, mandatory 6-week bike education in
Grade 5 for kids to get a license.”
“Clear understanding of cyclist rights and
responsibilities.”
“Have bike registration so police can address bike
theft… Somehow we have to kill the market for it—
could scan for stolen bikes.”
“Some companies have serial numbers on higher end
bikes that can be registered online to help prevent
theft—have it wider spread? Make it mandatory?”
“Lots of renters in this city; have some programs in
place for landlords on education about bike safety or
transportation safety, more generally.”

Cycling makes good
economic sense
“The infrastructure is low-tech due to resource
constraints; people of every economic echelon are on
bikes. Roads are clogged with bikes because fuel is
too expensive.”
“People are coming to our city because it’s a bike
destination—the next Copenhagen.”
“Lots of bicycle related businesses and services, an
economic boost.”
“You’ll be able to write off all your alternative
transportation costs on your tax return.”
“There will be bicycle license plates, so the City can
tax them.”
“There will be a recycling bicycles program for lowincome residents.”
“Property tax deductions for not having a car—not
consuming parking space!”

Cycling is normal

“Like Amsterdam; cycling is the norm!”
“People are wearing business suits and high heels.”
“It’s volume; there are people cycling everywhere.”
“There are more bike taxis.”
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Cycling is all ages

“Grandmas and moms and little kids are cycling.”
“The population is going to be a LOT older, there will
be less bikes per capita: Age is a barrier.”
“If people start cycling, as they get older—and the
streets get safer—they could modify their bikes and
continue to ride.”
“If you look at communities with higher retirement
age, they have a huge cycling/composting
infrastructure.”
“If there will be older cyclists, then we need a
mindset change: It needs to be possible for someone
to cycle and go slowly. If people need to go the pace
of cars, we’ll never get seniors on bikes.”

Cycling is convenient

“Carts are attached for cargo.”
“Bike share stations in the downtown core.”
“Fabulous bike parking: valet bike parking; overnight
bike parking; gear storage.”
“Transit buses would have more than 2 spots on
every bus for bicycles.”

THE BIG 3
Participants suggested the big moves the City should do, which have been tallied below.

CONTINUOUS, SAFE, PROTECTED ROUTES

Overwhelmingly, participants expressed the need for continuous,
safe, protected routes. They offered many interesting suggestions:
o Safe, consistent routes
o Bike paths with buffers on all main streets
o Connect existing bike lanes into a continuous network that
integrates with surrounding municipalities
o Remove on-street parking in order to create fully separated bike
lane network that integrates with surrounding municipalities
o Separate buffered and safe bicycle lanes
o Connected grid of paths: east-west; north-south
o “Buffer”: prioritize bike safety over parking and
driver conveniences
o Develop comprehensive cycling network/ pathways that
integrate road/ sidewalk/ pathway systems as
appropriate—be creative
o More designated, integrated separate cycling routes
and/ or streets
o Connect N-S and E-W cars-yield-to-bikes thoroughfares!
o Create buffered bike lanes that lead to populated destination
like downtown or malls
o Increase number of bike paths (especially those well separated
from vehicle traffic)
o Block vehicle access to certain routes to make cycling/ walking
more convenient than driving (shebocore, richmond road
exchange
o Separate cars and bikes
o Commuter route that connects in a web with no breaks
o Separate waterfront bicycle route (just bikes) for tourists
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EDUCATION

Education also topped the priority list for many people for drivers
and cyclists, but also police, in schools, during driver’s education.
Also, integrating information into daily life through public
exposure, such as through signage:
o Driver education regarding new improvements/changes
o Awareness, education incorporated into daily-life
o Courtesy education program for drivers/ cyclists;
bicycle-related businesses
o Education: awareness for drivers and cyclists (e.g. drivers
Ed training)
o Social marketing campaign on bike safety
o Education in schools; of car drivers/new drivers; of police
o “Society” education, and other related social measures
including pricing
o Educate/ Educate/ Educate
o Education for drivers & cyclists on rules of the road & “driver/
rider” skills training
o Include cycling education in school system
o Mandatory Education in-place, at all levels: school,
residents, police
o Standardize signage
o Massive paint/signage overhaul to create consistency, increased
awareness, clarity, and safety

POLITICAL WILL AND POLICY

Developing physical infrastructure is not the only priority, start fostering bold political decisions and
legislation were also identified to make cycling a priority but also better regulated:
o Bravery to go for it!
o A budget associated with bicycle master plan; disadvantage other works
o If a cyclist is in a collision with a motor vehicle, the vehicle assumes fault (it works in the Netherlands!)
o Cyclists must stop and wait for traffic change, as do vehicles
o Cyclists can ride on sidewalks when safe to do so and/or shared sidewalks
o Have cycling viewed as the convenient, best option of transportation

PLACEMAKING

Thinking beyond the logistics and mechanics of cycling, some participants suggested making cycling
an experience and giving cycling routes a sense of place:
o “Route”: exciting and ambitious, contiguous; “place-mode”: key greenway routes with
other amenities
o Add supporting infrastructure to ensure success of routes—different routes have different users
requiring different characteristics: lights v. benches v. greenways, etc.;
o More scenic cycle routes
o Art and greenery on bikeways
o Make bike lanes a destination—enjoyable, stress free, beautiful (keeping the culture of biking an
enjoyable way to travel)
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ONE-WAY STREETS

Some participants suggested one very specific type of
infrastructure through a shift to one-way streets:
o One-way networked/connected streets
o Decide grid of streets for one-way streets with bike lanes that
connect city access
o One-way street system
o One-way streets shared with one side for bikes

BIKE PARKING

Beyond the routes, one participant was thinking about the
broader needs of cyclists:
o Bicycle parking is everywhere—on street/sidewalk; attractive
and convenient

VICTORIA’S CONCLUDING REMARKS
The City of Victoria greatly appreciates the work completed by Carbon Talks in engaging an
invaluable citizen group in discussions around overcoming barriers to cycling in Victoria. City staff has
consistently heard that the community would like to see a safe cycling network inviting to all ages
and abilities through infrastructure, route location and overall quality of experience.
Updating the City of Victoria’s Bicycle Master Plan is a two-phased process. The outcomes of this
report will inform both the current and upcoming phase. The feedback on the network and guiding
principles provided during the engagement facilitated by Carbon Talks will assist in developing a list
of network priorities to be implemented over the next five years. All first-phase engagement findings
and the recommended list of network improvements will be presented to Victoria’s City Council for
consideration, later this summer.
The second phase of updating the Bicycle Master Plan will begin late in the summer of 2014. At that
time, staff will identify the scope for phase two based on previous workshop discussions about the
vision and the big moves required to achieve this vision, in conjunction with transportation planning
best practices. Any further required public engagement will transpire in the fall and winter of 2014.
An updated Bicycle Master Plan is anticipated to be presented to Council in early 2015.
All input received through the engagement program is highly valued and will be used to help shape
the future of the cycling network. Engagement findings, next steps, and general information on the
process of updating the Bicycle Master Plan will continue to be updated and made available online at
www.victoria.ca/cycling
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APPENDIX I: AGENDA
Time to Ride - Creating a Welcoming Cycling Network for Everyone
May 26, 2014
Fairfield United Church
1303 Fairfield Rd, Victoria, BC
5:00 PM

Dinner available

5:30 PM

Welcome: Mayor Dean Fortin Overview: Shauna Sylvester

5:40 PM

Introductions

6:00 PM
Presentation from City of Victoria:
		Steve Hutchison, Transportation Planner ”Developing a Cycling Master Plan for
Victoria”
6:15 PM

Questions of clarification

6: 30 PM

Small table discussions – improvements and mapping

7:30 PM

Plenary discussion – guiding principles

7:45 PM

Envisioning cycling in Victoria in 20 years

8:00 PM

Achieving the vision

8:15 PM

Closing Round

8:30 PM

Adjourn

APPENDIX II: TERMS OF
ENGAGEMENT
1.	Chatham House Rule: “participants are free to use the information received, but neither
the identity nor the affiliation of the speaker(s), nor that of any other participant, may be
revealed.”
2.
The focus is on dialogue not debate.
3.	Hats off: Each participant is here as an individual and is not speaking on behalf of their
business or organization.
4.
Step up or step back.
5.
Cell phones off (or muted).
6.	Open Source: The information will be recorded and presented in a report that participants
will review. Following the review the report will be available publicly and registered under the
Creative Commons.
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APPENDIX III: PRE/POST-DIALOGUE
QUESTIONNAIRES AND EVALUATION
Pre-dialogue Questionnaire Results
1.	How did you learn about today’s meeting?
	
Email notice from city		
Email to PAC account		
My teacher sent out an email about activities/talks about the environment
From a friend		
Rockland Association newsletter/email		
Colleague sent me the info		
Rockland Association newsletter/email		
A friend told me about it		
Through my neighbourhood association JBNA-James Bay		
City website/social media		
Email sent to PAC account		
I was invited through working for Tourism Victoria		
Facebook		
Changing Gears 2014		
My husband/sign at Vancouver/Queens

2.

In which neighbourhood do you live?

3.

To which neighbourhood do you typically travel?
Home
Downtown
Fernwood
Fairfield
(No response)
Rockland
Burnside-Gorge
Rockland
Cook St. Village
James Bay
Oaklands
Vic West
Hillside
North Park
Fairfield
Hillside
Mackenzie

4.

Destination
Downtown
Downtown/Oakland, Vic West
Oak Bay, Esquimalt, Fairfield, Fernwood
Downtown, Fernwood
Cook St. Village & Oak Bay
Burnside Gorge & Downtown
Downtown, Cook St., Oak Bay
Gorge Area
James Bay
North Park, Downtown, Fairfield
Vic West, Downtown, Fernwood
Hillside to Downtown
Downtown
Cook St. Village
Fernwood, Oakland, Downtown
(No response)

What is the length of your commute/daily route?

No response
5-10
<5
<1
1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 1: Length of commute/daily route (in km)
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5.	You probably move around the city in many ways. Which 3 modes of transportation do
you use most?

First choice taxis
First choice car-sharing
First choice cycling
First choice public transit
First choice personal vehicle
First choice walking
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Figure 2: Primary mode of transportation (number of participants)
6.

How often do you get on your bike?

Never, I don’t own own or rent a bike
A least once a year
A few times a year
Monthly
Every few weeks
Weekly
Every few days
Daily
1

2

3

4

Figure 3: Cycling habits (number of participants)

5

6

7

7.

Select the top 3 factors that prevent you from cycling regularly or at all:
I have health challenges that limit my ability to bike
I don’t know how to put my bike on bus
Uncertain about the routes
Not confident cycling
Don’t feel comfortable cycling at night
Don’t feel safe due to traffic
Not enough time
No where to store at home
Lack of secure parking at my destination
No shower/ change facilities at my destination
Cycling gear is expensive and uncomfortable
Weather is not conducive or is too variable
Destinations are too far away
I make site visits for my job
Travel with cargo/children
0

5%

10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Figure 4: Top factors preventing cycling (percentage of total)
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8.

What would get you onto your bike?
• Secure storage at destinations (out of weather)
• Better car/bike separation/design on roads			
• Proper rain gear			
• Simpler, more consistent routes that are continuously changing from bike to non-bike roads
• Better planning			
• Smaller streets such as Rockland Ave should be one way for cars, and the other lane should be
for bikes		
• Secure separated bike lanes along major cycling routes, continuous bike lanes along Gorge Road
• Safe routes			
• Bike lanes with buffers			
• Dedicated, convenient bike lanes
• Adequate facilities at work
• Confidence that my bike won’t be stolen				
• Feeling safer on the roads			
• Safer traffic solutions			
• Better infrastructure - specifically hard infrastructure and greenways
• Safe paths			
• Routes clearly marked, signed, designated for cyclists
• Bike routes that actually connect to each other

9.	What do you think is the greatest challenge the City of Victoria faces in getting more residents
to cycle?
• Perception of safety - interaction between bikes, motor vehicles
• People love their cars			
• Making it more convenient/fast to get around by bike vs. other “unenvironmental” modes of
transport			
• Changing behaviours
• Bicycle helmet (we need to get rid of that legislation)			
• Safety			
• Culture shift away from cars			
• Bad bike routes			
• Money for safe infrastructure			
• Proving to people that cycling is more efficient than any other mode of transport
• More secure storage areas			
• Addressing the big, tough parts of the city like Cook Street. Major investment and undertaking - will
there ever be enough cash and political will?			
• Need for more bike lanes
• More awareness in terms of the car being aware of bikes			
• Traffic road condition and comfort (not prepared for weather changes)
• Road safety			
• Fear of challenging home owners who don’t want their streets to be cycle-friendly because of parking
10.	How familiar are you with the City of Victoria’s current cycling infrastructure and upgrade projects
currently underway?
See familiarity results in the post-questionnaire section.
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11.	Have you engaged with the City of Victoria on cycling improvements by completing the survey or
visiting the website (victoria.ca/cycling)? Have you attended any information stations at community
events or attended the city’s open houses and workshops, other than today’s?

No response

No

Yes*

0

2

4

6

8

10

Figure 5: Engagement and attendance at previous events (number of participants)
* I participated in the survey & visited the website
* I participated in the survey on May 24
* I participated in surveys
* I participated in the surveys and visited the website
* I participated in May 26 session
* I participated in I wrote a letter to the Editor of the Times Colonist

Post-dialogue Questionnaire Results
1.

Remind us, what are the top 3 factors that prevent you from cycling regularly?
I have health challenges that limit my ability to bike
I don’t know how to put my bike on bus
Uncertain about the routes
Not confident cycling
Don’t feel comfortable cycling at night
Don’t feel safe due to traffic
Not enough time
No where to store at home
Lack of secure parking at my destination
No shower/ change facilities at my destination
Cycling gear is expensive and uncomfortable
Weather is not conducive or is too variable
Destinations are too far away
I make site visits for my job
Travel with cargo/children
0

5%

10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Figure 4: Top factors preventing cycling (percentage of total)
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2.

What could the City of Victoria do to relieve your top 3 concerns about cycling?
• Theft prevention on City streets for bikes – improve storage options or increase security			
• Widen buffered bike lanes
• Consistent signage and rules for cars and bikes			
• Make carriers more affordable/available
• Raise more awareness
• Consistent routes			
• Be bold, be creative, be brave			
• Make streets like Rockland into a one-way street with bicycles on the other side
• There should be more connecting one-way streets across the city			
• Create more secure and covered bike parking
• Separated bike lanes
• Continuous bike lane network			
• Separated bike lanes			
• Bike paths with barriers			
• Dedicated, well-marked separated bike paths
• Utilize rights of taxation to subsidize the cost of bicycle infrastructure
• Infrastructure/Engineering
• Education, encouragement, evaluation, enforcement			
• Make it safer – one-way streets/divided cycling lanes			
• Make Hillside Ave one lane traffic, one lane bike/bus
• Education program for all levels of community service workers and residents
• More cycling routes			
• Build buffers on lanes
• Build major bikeways and preferably greenways
• Improve safety through education and social measures including enhanced policing of drivers			
• Buffered safe lanes			
• Create bike routes where cars have to yield to bikes and it’s clearly signed and painted
• Reduce on street parking by creating one-way street system		
• Get all the 13 municipalities to have the same regulations

3.

If those concerns were to be addressed, would you then be more likely to cycle? If not, why not?

No

Yes

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Figure 7: Likelihood of cycling with improvements (percentage of total)

4.	After today, do you feel more familiar with the current cycling infrastructure and upgrade projects
currently underway in Victoria?

I know very little about them

Post-questionnaire
Pre-questionnaire

I know something about them

I know a great deal about them

0%

20% 40% 60% 80%

100%

Figure 8: Change in Familiarity with Cycling Upgrade Projects (count)
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5.

Name three things you learned today:
• Fabulous range of creative ideas from planning community
• Bike signs on roads changes rights
• Future gas price may force us to use bike/walk/transit
• About buffers
• Other points of view
• Reasons folks don’t like to ride
• Age of assessment plan
• Current infrastructure
• Pandora new bike lane
• Cycle route along Dallas Rd area
• The new grade zone near Bridge
• Buffered bike paths exist already
• There are 1000 on-street bike spaces downtown
• Liability is uncertain if you get hit by a car on a bike
• Planning staff seeks to have pre-set ideas
• Where there are existing bike routes
• Timing for the planning process
• Many others share the same concerns I have
• All people have different priorities/issues with why they don’t cycle
• There are limited funds at the city
• Good start/foundation
• I’m supposed to go to the bike box - I didn’t know that
• The City asked us first - before making a plan
• I was reminded that we have to change (fuel costs, environmental concerns)
• A few suggested routes are currently under review
• Some systems in other cities
• Plans for buffers on Pandora
• Neat ideas from other participants
• Plans for Dallas Rd path
• The bike path on Vancouver St., north of Bay
• Discussion about placemaking and tax incentives
• That the city doesn’t already have a plan
• That the bike controlled crossing are magnetic
• That cars are meant to yield to bikes

6.

What do you think is the greatest challenge for cycling in the City of Victoria?
• Building infrastructure and amenities that will convert the greatest number of new cyclists
• Getting people interested and excited about biking, people love to drive because they think it is
the fastest way
• Lot of small issues are the big problem
• Attitudes and education, weather, behaviour
• Small streets don’t have room for cyclists to ride safely and large streets have too much traffic
• Shifting away from car culture – the City has to be brave in taking away car parking to make it a
priority for cyclists
• Lack of planning for bike routes
• Money for infrastructure
• Lack of dedicated routes – not right of way
• Finding the money to implement the plan
• Fear of changes, be brave, go for it
• Mind set of full time cyclist and driver alike
• Lack of safety due to lack of buffers/separation
• Moving away from a car-centred mind set
• Space and money

7.	Check the top 3 reasons you support the City of Victoria in trying to increase the number of residents
cycling regularly:

Cycling helps make the road safer

Cycling helps reduce congestion

Active lifestyles improve population health

Cycling reduces the impacts of cars

Cycling benefit the local economy

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30% 35%

Figure 9: Top 3 reasons to support the City of Victoria’s efforts (percentage of total)
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8.	What would you suggest the City of Victoria should prioritize as it moves forward with developing
the Bicycle Master Plan?
• Build network for high traffic
• One way road shared ½ with bikes so bike lanes are big; with the growth of bike usage = more bikes =
more bike congestion so bigger lanes are important going to the future
• Benefiting, encouraging and educating the public
• One-way street grid that connects all access
• Creating a continuous network of bike lanes – more important than other steps at this point
• Wanted front route
• Bike paths with buffers on all major routes and streets
• Work broadly to provide economic benefits to individuals and companies that promote bicycle use
• Progressive taxation on motorized cars
• Benefits for developers who provide amenities for cyclists
• Looking at the regional route priorities in the PCMP that are in city and ensure they are in the plan
• Have a vision that represents the people of Victoria who are engaged in this process, be committed to
it and make us proud
• Education with integration of people from all demographics
• An ambitious set of bike ways/greenways to centre the plan and build momentum with the public
• Education of drivers, cyclists, law offices
• Major North/South and connected routes
• Connect neighbourhoods together with bike routes
• Clarity for all involved, No assumptions

Dialogue Evaluation
At the end of the dialogue, participants were asked to complete an individual evaluation. The results of that
evaluation are shown in the graph below; all answers are rated on a scale of 1 to 10.

Q 1: The recruitment calls and emails gave
helpful information
Q2: The registration process was
efficient and friendly
Q3: The invitation contained relevant and
useful information
Q4: The facilitator provided clear explanations,
guidance, and support throughout the session
Q5: The presentations were clear and
comprehensive
Q 6: The meals and refreshments were
satisfactory
Q7: There was adequate opportunity for me to
learn and to participate in group discussions
Q8: Overall the dialogue was
worthwhile to me
Q9: Based on this experience, I am more likely
to become involved with similar consultations
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SFU Centre for Dialogue
3300 – 515 West Hastings Street
Vancouver, BC Canada V6K 5B3
info@carbontalks.ca
www.carbontalks.ca
Tel. 778-782-7895

